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Silicon dioxide (SiO2): 30% 
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SiLIFE is a fertilizer that contains 
 
SiLIFE, when applied to the leaves
preventing an excessive transpiration without 
and saline stress and protects the plant from sunstroke.
 
The application of SiLIFE hardens cereals and lawn
promotes the photosynthesis and favors the plant
 
 
 

As a Silicon deficiency corrector, 
0,5 – 1%, and via fertigation at a dose of 
SiLIFE can be used as a sun protector
the plant.  
Nanomaterial contained: Silicon dioxide

 

 
In general, its application is recommended 
to match its application with the insecticide and fungicide treatments, as it would increase its 
efficiency. Also, it is indicated for rice and the
content. 
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Liquid product made from Silicon. 

  
IT DOES NOT CONTAIN CHLORINE.  

is a fertilizer that contains 30% Silicon dioxide, which becomes easily assimilated

when applied to the leaves, creates a double layer that works as a physical barrier, 
preventing an excessive transpiration without diminishing the photosynthesis. Also, it avoid

protects the plant from sunstroke.   

hardens cereals and lawns and prevents their lodging. Moreover, it 
promotes the photosynthesis and favors the plant growth.  

As a Silicon deficiency corrector, SiLIFE has to be applied to the leaves fo
and via fertigation at a dose of 30- 60 liters per hectare and year. 

can be used as a sun protector, using foliar application, at a dose of 2%, 

Silicon dioxide.  

 

In general, its application is recommended for every stage of the crop cycle. It is recommended 
to match its application with the insecticide and fungicide treatments, as it would increase its 
efficiency. Also, it is indicated for rice and the turf grass in golf courses, given its high Silicon 
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SiLIFE 

easily assimilated. 

creates a double layer that works as a physical barrier, 
diminishing the photosynthesis. Also, it avoids hydric 

prevents their lodging. Moreover, it 

ollowing a dose of 

2%, wetting well all 

It is recommended 
to match its application with the insecticide and fungicide treatments, as it would increase its 

turf grass in golf courses, given its high Silicon 
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